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Active modernisation vs passive
modernisation in Italy (1871-2007)

This paper presents new estimates of social and economic indicators for
Italy and its regions from 1871 to 2007. Data for life expectancy,
education, GDP per capita and HDI allow discussing regional figures and
analysing the evolution of inequality between North and South. The
authors propose a hypothesis to explain the different regional patterns:
the distinction between active modernisation (derived from the role of
local actors) and passive modernisation (due to state intervention).

The article presents new estimates of social and economic indicators for Italy and its regions, in
benchmark years from 1871 to 2007: regional figures and the North-South inequality pattern are
discussed with regard to life expectancy, education, per capita GDP, and HDI (the Human
Development Index) in its different formulas. The article also advances an interpretative
hypothesis to account for the different regional patterns: it is based on the distinction between
passive and active modernization, which in turn can be respectively associated to the presence
of extractive or inclusive institutions.
At the regional level, active modernization stems from the role of local actors, whereas passive
modernization is due to State intervention with limited, or null, involvement of local elites.
Evidence from Italy’s regions shows that passive modernization in favour of the Southern regions
was implemented first in life expectancy (mostly during the Liberal age), then in education
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(approximately during the interwar years), finally in GDP (in the second half of the XX century).
Throughout the period from 1871 to 2007, results indicate high convergence in the case of life
expectancy, uncompleted convergence in education, divergence in GDP.
As a consequence of these different patterns,
convergence in HDI was more intense in the
interwar years and during the Golden age. On
this, the Italian Southseems to show a similar
pattern than the world periphery: analogous
results have been found for what concerns the
convergence of Latin America, Asia, Africa and
Eastern Europe towards OECD countries;
furthermore, this was mainly due to the social
components, as with Southern Italy.
Figure 1: Different measures of the Human Development

In the case of Italy, the overall poor outcome Index, Italy 1871-2007.
may be due to two different reasons. Firstly,
even passive modernization in Southern Italy
was far from satisfactory: this is particularly true
for the education component, where much more could have been done in the Liberal age, being
State intervention fully at work only from 1911 onwards with the centralization of the system.
Secondly, passive modernization made the economic and social system of Southern Italy more
fragile, thus more subject to external shocks. The 1970s crisis was particularly harmful to the
South, which since then stopped its convergence and never recovered. More in general, during
the last decades, Italy as a whole lagged behind the rest of the advanced countries, which also
means that the Italian state was in turn less capable of promoting passive modernization in the
South.
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